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The Farmer’s Market 
in Our Backyard

By Kevin Marceski
 Every Thursday morning, Douglass campus 
is delivered a fantastic bounty of fresh fruits and 
vegetables sold at dirt cheap (pun intended) prices 
courtesy of the New Brunswick Community Farm-
ers Market. The NBCFM is a joint partnership 
between Rutgers, Johnson & Johnson, and the 
City of New Brunswick that brings fresh, 
high-quality produce right onto our campus at a 
fraction of the price you’d see in many of the local 
grocery stores in town. The market is run almost 
exclusively out of Pop’s Farm, a local farm located 
in Monroe Township that has an extraordinary 
selection of produce from garlic to cabbage, rad-
ishes and broccoli, apples of every variety you’ve 
ever seen (and then some!), and all the leafy 
greens you could want! Past week’s markets have 
even featured Benson’s Barbeque, a local favorite, 
grilling up ribs and chicken to satisfy your inner 
carnivore. All of these options come at an extreme 
bargain too, which is always a plus for that college 
sized hole in your wallet. For less than $8 you can 
stock up on an entire week’s worth of vegetables 
that would otherwise cost you twice as much at 
Bravo. But the greatness that is the NBCFM 
doesn’t end with us as students.
         The New Brunswick Community Farmers 
Market is so much more than just a sweet deal for 
Cook/Douglass students; their official mission is as 
follows:

You see, New Brunswick is what we would call a 
food desert—an area, often a city or densely popu-
lated area, where dietary options are restricted to 
few, if any healthy choices. Most of the food avail-
able in these areas are processed, fast foods that 
remain popular out of necessity both geographic 
and economic. 

The New Brunswick Community Farmers Market exists in order to provide high-quality food for members 
of the community who are at risk of hunger and lack of access to healthy foods. By purchasing from our 

market vendors, you are supporting our mission to provide a place wherefamilies can buy fresh, local
ly-grown fruits, vegetables, and healthy products.

Continued...

Thursdays 11-3pm
Outside Cook Campus Post Office

Across from Cabaret Theatre on Nichol Ave

Find the Market at:
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By Nicole Cohen
The few options that tout healthier selections 
are often far more expensive than their 
unhealthy counterparts, providing further 
incentive to remain on a diet of fatty, pro-
cessed foods. New Brunswick fits this model 
to a T, where even Chipotle is a contender for 
one of its healthiest options.
 The Farmers Market brings a healthier 
option to the table at a much lower cost than 
any of its relative competitors, and they do it 
in a way that helps even those most disen-
franchised from buying healthier choices 
make that change. The Market has developed 
a system in coordination with the SNAP 
program to help those with tighter budgets 
include even more fruits and vegetables in 
their diets. For every $10 spent using 
SNAP/EBT, WIC, or Senior Farmers Market 
Checks, customers get an additional $5 to 
spend on anything in the market. At their 
already low prices, gaining an additional $5 in 
produce lets members of the community get 
the most for their money while moving 
towards a healthier lifestyle. Having an outlet 
for people to choose healthier foods at prices 
that won’t cripple their wallets is an essential 
service for the City of New Brunswick. Just 
awarded Best in Class by the American Farm-
land Trust, the NBCFM is well on its way to 
becoming that outlet. Support from the stu-
dents of Rutgers means a more prosperous 
community for us all and if we can do that 
while enjoying a crisp apple on a windy day, I’d 
say it’s worth it.

RU  Places
1.     PASSION PUDDLE 
 In the heart of both the Cook and Douglass 
campuses, this famous pond is a sweet place to hang 
out. Surrounded by beautiful shade trees, including 
the Japanese Pagoda Tree (Styphnolobium japoni-
cum) and the Japanese Zelkova (Zelkova serrata), 
this gorgeous outdoor space has benches to sit on 
and relax. Also, there are plenty of comfortable grassy 
areas along the water to lie down.

2.     SUSPENSION BRIDGE 
 Located by the Mason Gross School of the 
Arts, this bridge is a must visit spot on campus. 
Reaching across a deep ravine, this bridge is not only 
ascetically pleasing but is also a great place to chill. As 
long as you aren’t afraid of heights, you have got to 
walk across this defining part of Cook Dougie. 

3.     BAMBOO FOREST 
 Although this place is not on campus, it is 
another must see destination. The Bamboo Forest at 
Rutgers Gardens on Ryders Lane offers a tranquil 
hiking path surrounded by tall bamboo trees. It is a 
great way to spend an afternoon walking through the 
bamboo and sitting on the various benches located 
within.

4.     VOORHEES  CHAPEL 
 The chapel located next to the Douglass 
Library is a great place to sit and talk with a friend. 
Although the historic building itself is beautiful, the 
best part of this area is the steps behind the chapel. 
The back of the chapel has a nice field that overlooks 
the Raritan River. 

While the weather still permits, make sure to check 
out these cool spots. When classes are stressful, the 
best way to wind down is to hang out outside and 
enjoy nature. 

Austin’s Picks Emily’s PicksKat’s Picks

A Girl Walks Home 
Alone at Night

The Dark Crystal

Narcos

Snowpiercer

iZombie

Wet Hot 
American Summer

Master of None

Arrested Development

Orange is the New Black

Comedy Bang Bang

Grey’s Anatomy

Jane the Virgin



“Music is a basic need of human survival. Music is one of the ways we make sense of our lives, one of the ways in 
which we express feelings when we have no words, a way for us to understand things with our hearts when we can't 

with our minds” – Karl Paulnack

Thoughts on Musical Openness
By Connor LaMontagne
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 Music has a power unlike any other. Though this sounds obvious, it can be easy to forget, 
especially when we’re constantly surrounded by it. Whether it’s a tune on the radio, a jingle on a 
commercial, your favorite song in your headphones, or a bird whistling on a tree, music is so 
prevalent that we can lose track of how much it matters. You only need to search for a culture 
lacking music to realize its importance to humanity. With this in mind, it is fairly common for 
people to take great pride in the music they love. This is, perhaps, where many go wrong. Simply 
put, when people consider their taste in music to be particularly excellent or above the tastes of 
others, they often allow themselves to become complacent in their exploration of what music is 
and what it means to them. In fact, we can trace the vast majority of musical styles to sincere, 
meaningful parts of the human experience (with some rare exceptions – looking at you, nazicore). 
When people only listen to a small group of musical styles, they therefore shut a great deal of 
potential beauty out of their lives.

         This conclusion comes from considering two questions: how much music exists, and 
where does it come from? It is important that we first acknowledge one fairly obvious truth: 
there’s a lot of music out there. Even since music recording became popular in the early 1900s, it 
is difficult to imagine how much music has been catalogued, before even considering the abun-
dance written before this time. Based on probability alone, one could conclude that there are 
songs, artists, and even entire genres that any given person could enjoy, but has not yet discov-
ered. For many, it is far more comfortable to process this incomprehensible vastness by relying 
on heuristics like “good music only has x and y attributes.” This is where they begin to shut them-
selves off from musical wealth.

         Music comes from other music. Every artist, musical or otherwise, rides on the influence 
of those before. The avid listener finds the same lyrical and musical themes recurring throughout 
the history of song. Abandonment of worries, for instance, can be traced from the dance clubs of 
today through the decades (in house, disco, psychedelia, rock n’ roll, and elsewhere) back to the 
earliest jazz and blues and far beyond. Music has history, and following the history of the music 
you love can lead you to places you never would have considered. When you realize where a 
piece comes from, you get a stronger appreciation for the beauty of that piece; you get closer to 
the artist’s own mind.

         Music is as abundant and diverse as the people who create it, yet it is all connected. The 
endeavor to express humanity – what we feel, do, and are – underlies all music. This links what 
people have characterized as seemingly contrasting genres. For instance, Johnny Cash and 
Public Enemy both wrote about social disparity and the struggle of prisoners and the poor. This 
is not to say that all music equally pursues such expression. There are plenty of musicians from a 
multitude of genres who care far more for monetary gain than honest expression. Yet, a more 
thorough look through the genres they represent may reveal others with great respect for the 
craft. Of course, listeners all have their own experiences, and are likewise entitled to varying 
tastes. But, before you cast a type of music aside, take a more thoughtful look at it. Consider its 
roots. Consider its place in the human experience. When you don’t, you rob yourself of one of 
life’s most wonderful explorations.
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SEBS 
Major/Minor/Mentor Mixer
CCC Multi-Purpose Room 

6:30-9pm

Civic Square Auditorium
Mason Gross     5-7pm

“Can Horses Read?”
Journalist Wendy Williams  

Institute for Food Nutrition & Health
7-9pm

2015

Technology & Media 
Activism Panel

Radical Means

2

2

Jersey Fresh
Farmers Market

Nichol Ave next to Post Office
Every Thursday on Cook     11am-3pm

12

Performing Digital-Disruption
Institute for Women's Leadership

A.I.R. Gallery
Brooklyn, NY       6-9pm

11

By  Emily Hunziker

17

Green Print 
Release Party

Hidden Grounds Coffee

TBT

 Living locally in New Brunswick de�nitely has its perks. Walking 
down the stair into Hidden Grounds Grounds co�ee shop on Easton 
Avenue is certainly one of those. Radio station 90.3 The Core hosted a mini 
local showcase Thursday the 23rd, their ‘Spooktacular Extravaganza,’ with 
The Gray Company and The Great Airport Mystery complete with 
costumes. Zebeeb Awalom, the songstress of TGC, personi�ed Reggie 
Watts (only the beard was fake, AWESOME.) similarly to bearded band 
mate Jason Fandino on guitar. Lead singer Ryan Gilpatrick of TGAM 
screamed from his soul in an astronaut suit until they realized noise 
ordinances could be an issue and switched to an impromptu acoustic set 
with fellow Ramsey native John Kennedy on guitar. Both sets were sweet 
and intimate in the cafe setting, exhibiting a few of the styles and genres 
represented here at Rutgers. 

Local Spotlight

Visit Us Online:

RUgreenprint.com

Spooktacular Extravaganza

ovember Events



By Derek Noah

By  Emily Hunziker

30th Annual Beach Sweeps

The Mash was a Smash!
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 Clean Ocean Action (COA) is a nonprofit environmental advocacy organization that promotes improved 
water quality in the New York Bight. On Saturday, October 24th was the 30th annual Beach Sweeps. 
Clean Ocean Action’s Beach Sweeps consist of local and regional volunteers that go out to the clean the 
beaches of New Jersey. COA started in 1986 with only one location and 75 volunteers and last year there 
were 70 locations with a staggering 7,000 people volunteering. Boy Scout groups, church groups, local 
schools, town clubs, and many other organizations are involved. Every year a collective group of Rutgers 
students participate in this event and show how our University gives back and cleans up our beaches and 
environment. This year, the Rutgers students went to the Sandy Hook location and it was an incredible 
success.
 
 Last year there were over 300,000 pieces of debris picked up while 200,000 of the pieces were plastic 
materials. They have found hearing aids, monster truck tires, refrigerators, and even some wigs.  Our 
oceans are littered with trash which harms not just our environment but affects our health as well. I have 
been an intern for three years with Clean Ocean Action and I can personally attest to the fact that this 
organization and this event in particular does a tremendous service to the people that use these beaches 
and our environment. You do not have to wait until the next Beach Sweep though! Get involved around 
campus with environmental groups and organization a cleanup on your own! 

 Remember that giant white tent you saw several days ago across from the Beil Road Bus stop? That 
was a part of the Cook Campus Tenth Annual Monster Mash! Clubs and organizations gather at the 
Cook Recreation Center and create a safe environment for the local New Brunswick, Highland Park, and 
Piscataway elementary school children to enjoy the Halloween festivities including Trick of Treating and 
games. Various Greek life organizations as well as clubs from all campuses participated in this event. 
Children had fun Halloween costumes such as the Incredible Hulk and Elsa, while some organizations 
dressed up as farm animals. 

 The event was so large, the Recreation Center had two locations for the children to participate. 
Children entered the gymnasium first into a spooky Halloween themed room, and played games. Once 
they finished, they moved to a tent outside behind the Recreation Center to find clubs and organizations 
with different games, and so much candy! Overall the event was a grand success and it will be continued 
for years to come!
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Paradise Waiting - Vacationer

1977 - Ana Tijoux

Veritas - Oceaán

Ég veit ég vona - Ojba Rasta

All I Want - Bob Moses

Tarapana - Severina

Fairytale - Milky Chance

Boombastic - Shaggy

Criminal - Fiona Apple

Forgiveness - Spazzkid

Glass & Patron - FKA twigs

River - Ibeyi

Bloodstyle - Caroline Smith

Tennessee Whiskey - Chris Stapleton
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